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Question 1: Encircle the right answer, cutting and overwriting is not allowed. (lxl0=10)
--_. -- - -

(i) The phenomenon of quark confinement is related to the fact that

(a) as becomes very large at large distances

(b) I1's becomes very large at short distances

(c) as becomes very small at large distances

(d) as becomes very small at short distances

(ii) In ,B+decay an up quark converts into

(a) strange quark (b) anti down

(c) anti up (d) down quark

(iii) The process p -~ n+ +no is Hot allowed due LO violation of conservation of _
(a) lepton no (b) baryon no
(c) electric charge (d) meson no

(iv) Hadrons can exist if
(a) total electric charge is zero (b) total isospin is zero
(c) total color charge is zero (d) color spi n is zero

(v) Isospin is symmetry of

(a) weak interaction (b) strong interaction
(c) electromagnetic interaction (d) all of these

(vi) The anti-top quark (t) carries a charge of

(a) +1/3 (b) +2/3

(c) -1/3 (d) -2/3

(vii) Which of the following forces have infinite range?

(a) Electromagnetic and Gravitational forces

(b) Electromagnetic and Weak forces

(c) Strong and Gravitational forces

(d) Weak and Gravitational forces

(viii) Using Lorentz gauge, the Maxwell equations can be written in the following 4-vector
form

(a) 02 All- = i' (b) 02AII = pi'

(c) 02AIL=...oO (d) 02AI'=_j"

(ix) The G-pariLy of charged and neutral pions is

(a) +1 (b) -1

(c) 0 (d) none of them
(x) For ground state all the baryons have

(a) odd parity

(c) even parity
(b) mixed parity

(d) conserved pari ty
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Question 2: (2 x 10 = 20)
Write short. answers of the following questions.

(i) DrAW the FP.YllllH1Jl diagram showing tJle mechanism u£(:I--der;ay.

(ii) Define baryons and mesons. How are they different? Give their examples.

(iii) Give the relative strengths and the mediating particles of the strong, weak and
electromagnetic interactions.

(iv) Define parity operation. What are the eigenvalues of the corresponding operator?

(v) What are the values of the spiu, isospin, charge and strangeness quantum numbers
of the charm quark?

(vi) State CPT theorem.

(vii) Give an example of Strange particles. Explain why are they called Strange parti-
cles.?

(viii) Which interaction is responsible for the decay s» ---* 7f+7f- and why?

(ix) How many and which quarks does 2:+ contain'?

(x) Briefly explain the phenomena of asymptotic freedom and quark confinement.

Question 3: (10)

What is parity? Determine the intrinsic parity of pion (7f-) by considering the reac-
tion:

Question 4: (10)

Show that four Maxwell equations are equivalent to I.he following Held equation in Lorentz
gauge.

Question 5: (10)

What is charge conjugation operation and what are the eigen values of the corresponding

operator? Show that a pro tall-antiproton system in a state of definite orbital augular

momentum, l, and spin, s, is an eigen state of the charge conjugation operator with eigen
value (-1)1+.,.


